
The following presentation is designed to provide you with general information on the management of the 

recreational razor clam fishery in Washington and specific information on what to expect for the 2019-20 

season.

Thanks for taking the time to view this presentation. Any specific  comments or questions can be directed to : 

razorclams@dfw.wa.gov
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This presentation is designed to update you on the issues listed above and hopefully spur you to let us know 

what you think about our management of razor clams and how we can change or improve the work we do. 

Thanks for taking the time to read through the following information. 
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Washington’s razor clam habitat is divided into five management beaches. From the south, they are: 

Long Beach (from the Columbia River North Jetty to end of Leadbetter Point); Twin Harbors (from the 

northern shore of Willapa Bay to the Grays Harbor South Jetty); Copalis (from the Grays Harbor North 

Jetty  to the Copalis River); Mocrocks (from the Copalis River to the south boundary of the Quinault 

Indian Reservation – just south of the Moclips River); Kalaloch (from Olympic National Park South 

Beach Campground to Brown’s Point, just south of Olympic National Park Beach Trail # 3. Within 

these five management beaches there are a total of 58 miles of sandy beaches and prime habitat for the 

Pacific Razor Clam (Siliqua patula).



The razor clam fishery in Washington is not only a significant source of revenue for tourism-dependent 

businesses such as restaurants and motels, but also an important source of community identity and basis 

for tribal subsistence.   Razor clam harvesting, cleaning, cooking, eating, and canning have been an 

important focus of family relationships and local culture in Washington coastal communities for many 

generations. 
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The fishery is managed by WDFW staff with specific guidance provided by the Washington Fish 

and Wildlife Commission;  nine citizen members serving six-year terms who are appointed by the 

governor and confirmed by the Washington State Senate. For more information see: 

https://wdfw.wa.gov/about/commission 

In it’s Policy C3009 the Fish and Wildlife Commission has provided seven objectives WDFW uses 

in managing this fishery.

Note that the management of the recreational razor clam fishery at Kalaloch occurs in cooperation 

with the Olympic National Park.



Overall the 2018-19 season was below average in terms of harvest and effort levels (see page 8). 

Even thought for the first time in three seasons, the 2018-18 season had no closures related to 

elevated levels of domoic acid in razor clam tissue, a relatively low TAC on many beaches 

(presented in our 2018 Razor Clam Management Review) resulted in fewer digging days offered. In 

addition, the December, January and February openers had come considerable weather challenges 

for all beaches resulting in a lower harvest level. 
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Each of the five beaches is managed separately (see page 5). The Total Allowable Catch (TAC) is 

determined for each beach using data collected in our annual summer razor clam stock assessment 

work (discussed more in the slides ahead). As a result, some beaches have more digging opportunities 

than others. 

Note that the harvest listed here includes our estimates of wastage. The CPUE is calculated on the 

estimate of harvest, minus wastage. 
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This table and the following chart that follows, provide some additional perspective of how this 

fishery can vary by season. The number of digging days offered, number of diggers and total harvest 

are most influenced by the TAC (total allowable catch) that is developed each summer through of 

coast-wide razor clam stock assessment work. These numbers are also influenced by management 

changes over these years in the harvest rate WDFW uses to set the TAC. In addition, marine toxin 

closures, poor weather and surf conditions can also play a significant role each season. You will find 

more details about all of these topics in the slides to follow.



This chart and the previous table provide some additional perspective of how this fishery 

can vary by season. The number of digging days offered, number of diggers and total 

harvest are most influenced by the TAC (total allowable catch) that is developed each 

summer through of coast-wide razor clam stock assessment work. These numbers are also 

influenced by management changes over these years in the harvest rate WDFW uses to set 

the TAC. In addition, marine toxin closures, poor weather and surf conditions can also play 

a significant role each season. You will find more details about all of these topics in the 

slides to follow.
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In our 2018-19 update of Long Beach razor clam stocks we pointed our that the 2018 stock assessment results 

for Long Beach indicated the season would reflect a period of rebuilding with the low number of recruit clams 

resulting in very few days of harvest. You can see from this table that was the case. Read on the see that the 

large number of pre-recruit clams we reported in 2018 have now grown to harvestable sizes with the coming 

season looking much better. 
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Conflicts between razor clam enthusiasts and endangered nesting shore birds continues to be an important issue 

for resource managers. This is especially true on the razor clam beaches that are adjacent to critical nesting 

areas. These include the south end of the Twin Harbors beach and the northern portion of  Long Beach. 

WDFW has developed a pamphlet designed to inform razor clammers of the steps they can take to avoid 

impacting snowy plovers and steaked horned larks. Razor clam diggers need to heed the closed area signs to 

help avoid further restrictions. 
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To help mitigate impacts of birds in these sensitive areas shellfish managers have agreed to reduce the number 

of planned digging days during the month of May by restricting digging to weekend days only . 
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The Twin Harbors enjoyed more days of digging than any of our other beach during the 2018-19 

season. A strong population of harvestable sized recruit clams allowed for 53 days of digging. The 

days with the most digger effort were January 19 with 4,700 diggers; April 20 with 7,500the additional 

good news is even more recruit clams will be available for harvest during the 2019-20 season. Please 

read on.
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As many are aware, the Copalis razor clam management beach is one of three beaches WDFW co-manages 

with  tribal governments. The Quinault Indian Nation (QIN) has federally adjudicated fishing rights on this 

beach and we share the total allowable catch (TAC) 50/50 with the QIN. More details on state/tribal co-

management of razor clams in Washington are found later in this presentation. 

As we have since the 2015-16 season, during the 2018-19 season some of the harvest schedules on Copalis 

and Mocrocks were a result of efforts to share weekend days between state and tribal fishers. In some cases 

diggers saw Mocrocks and Copalis open on alternate weekend days. This is one tool that state and tribal 

fishery managers can use to provide weekend opportunities to both state and tribal fishers. The Copalis days 

with the largest crowds during this season were , Nov. 24 (3.200 diggers), Jan. 20 (5,200 diggers), Mar. 16 

(8,343 diggers) and April 20 (11,300 diggers).
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As many are aware, the Copalis razor clam management beach is one of three beaches WDFW co-manages 

with  tribal governments. The Quinault Indian Nation (QIN) has federally adjudicated fishing rights on this 

beach and we share the total allowable catch (TAC) 50/50 with the QIN. More details on state/tribal co-

management of razor clams in Washington are found later in this presentation. 

As we have since the 2015-16 season, during the 2017-18 season some of the harvest schedules on Copalis and 

Mocrocks were a result of efforts to share weekend days between state and tribal fishers. In some cases diggers 

saw Mocrocks and Copalis open on alternate weekend days. This is one tool that state and tribal fishery 

managers can use to provide weekend opportunities to both state and tribal fishers. The Mocrocks days with 

the largest crowds during this season were Nov. 23 (4,000 diggers), Jan. 19 (6,350 diggers), Mar. 17 (4,300 

diggers) , April 21 (5,600 diggers) and May 18 (6,200 diggers).
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Kalaloch remains a puzzle. The 2018-19 population showed an abundant population of small clams. We waited 

to open hoping to give them tide to grow. However, the results for the February/March openers were very 

disappointing for harvesters and managers alike with an average catch per digger trip of 3.6 clams per digger. 

The obvious question that remains unanswered is what happened to the 6.1 million recruits? Our best guess is 

that there are a combination of forces working to keep Kalaloch razor clam populations unsuccessful.
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Now, onto a topic that can really play havoc with shellfish harvesting – as experienced razor clammers know all 

too well.

Naturally occurring Harmful Algal Blooms (HAB) produce toxins that are ingested by razor clams and then 

concentrate in their meat tissue. 

The razor clam fishery has been closed three times for a full season and many times for shorter periods, due to 

levels of two marine toxins in razor clam tissue that have exceeded state and federal action levels. Coast-wide 

since 1992, a total of 20% of all potential harvest days have been cancelled due to marine toxins produced by 

HAB events. 



The marine toxin domoic acid has been the most prevalent toxin affecting razor clams harvest along the 

Washington coast.  It is produced by a naturally occurring member of the marine plankton community – a 

diatom – named Pseudo-nitzschia.  Recent research has lead to better understanding of where these 

diatoms originate and what oceanographic and weather conditions must be present to allow them to move 

closer to shore and affect razor clam populations. Since 1992 when domoic acid was first found in razor 

clam meat tissue a total of 18% of planned razor clam digging opportunities have been lost due to high 

marine toxin levels, with the vast majority due to domoic acid.

This slide details the dangers domoic acid – in high levels – presents. 
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The toxin that causes paralytic shellfish poisoning  (PSP) is produced by another naturally occurring 

member of the marine plankton community.  This species is the dinoflagellate named Alexandrium.  PSP 

has historically been less of a problem for the razor clam fishery. However, in past seasons there have 

been razor clam closures due to PSP.
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As a result of concern for the health of the many people who enjoy razor clams, WDFW works closely 

with staff at the Washington Department of Health (WDOH)  to collect and transport clams to the WDOH  

lab (north of Seattle in Shoreline) for processing. These clams are collected on a strict schedule that 

allows for the final sample to be collected as close to the day of each period razor clamming is open. This 

is the reason our openers are always announced as tentative, until final marine toxin results are 

available.”
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Presented here are Washington Department of Health (WDOH)  test results of domoic acid levels found in 

razor clam meat tissue. The razor clams are collected regularly from each razor clam management beach, by 

WDFW staff and delivered to the WDOH Public Health Lab in Shoreline, WA. To ensure quick turn-around 

of the results, WDFW staff often drive the clams directly to the lab as soon as possible after collection. This 

can be a 4 to 6 hour round-trip depending on Puget Sound traffic conditions, but is necessary to ensures the 

clams you are taking home are safe to eat.  

Recall, before a beach can be opened for the harvest of razor clams, WDOH protocol requires that all razor 

clam samples collected from that beach must test under the action level (20 ppm for domoic acid; 80 µg/100g 

for PSP; and 16 µg/100g for DSP) on both of the two required sample collections. 

The most recent levels can be found at: https://wdfw.wa.gov/fishing/basics/domoic-acid/levels

For more information about domoic acid, see:  

https://www.doh.wa.gov/CommunityandEnvironment/Shellfish/RecreationalShellfish/Illnesses/Biotoxin

s/AmnesicShellfishPoisoning 
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Presented here are Washington Department of Health (WDOH)  test results of domoic acid levels found in 
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of the results, WDFW staff often drive the clams directly to the lab as soon as possible after collection. This 
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Recall, before a beach can be opened for the harvest of razor clams, WDOH protocol requires that all razor 
clam samples collected from that beach must test under the action level (20 ppm for domoic acid; 80 
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The most recent levels can be found at: https://wdfw.wa.gov/fishing/basics/domoic-acid/levels
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https://www.doh.wa.gov/CommunityandEnvironment/Shellfish/RecreationalShellfish/Illnesses/Biotoxi
ns/AmnesicShellfishPoisoning 
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Presented here are Washington Department of Health (WDOH)  test results of domoic acid levels found in 
razor clam meat tissue. The razor clams are collected regularly from each razor clam management beach, 
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The impacts of harmful algal blooms (HAB) on razor clam fisheries along the coast of Washington State was 

the impetus that brought together Seattle based NOAA HAB researchers, University of Washington 

oceanographers and marine algae experts, state and tribal fishery managers and human health experts to form a 

successful partnership - the Olympic Region Harmful Algal Bloom (ORHAB) project. Beginning in 2000 

with five-years of funding from NOAA's Monitoring and Event Response for Harmful Algal Blooms 

(MERHAB) Program the ORHAB partnership provided for a host of activities that included the necessary 

scientific equipment and for the unique training of local technicians as HAB specialists. With the end of 

federal funding and primary reliance on state dollars generated by a surcharge on recreational shellfish 

licenses, the focus of the partnership is primarily on HAB event prediction and monitoring. These state funds 

provide for two HAB specialists, one working for WDFW and the other for the University of Washington. In 

addition, funding from the Quinault Indian Nation (QIN) provides a third HAB specialist who works for QIN. 

While employed by separate agencies these local experts work closely together to monitor for HAB events 

along the entire Washington coast. The ORHAB specialists regularly present and discuss their findings with 

staff biologists and public health experts from WDFW, QIN and the Washington Department of Health 

(WDOH). In addition, scientists from NOAA and the UW provide oversight and advice on a regular basis. 

Insight gained from the ORHAB partnership and the recently completed  ECOHAB-PNW project has led to a 

better understanding of where HAB events originate and what environmental factors promote their growth. 

While much is yet to be learned, we can better manage our important shellfish fisheries because of these 

insights, good science, and hard work produced by well trained - and locally based - HAB specialists. 
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http://www.cop.noaa.gov/stressors/extremeevents/hab/current/fact-merhab.aspx
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WDFW uses standardized processing and analysis of samples to generate data on HABs and the presence 

of biotoxins.  The data received from this monitoring program can provide managers advance notice of 

pending problems for potential openers as well as give razor clammers a heads up of what may be 

coming.

For more information see: 

http://wdfw.wa.gov/conservation/research/projects/algal_bloom/index.html

http://wdfw.wa.gov/conservation/research/projects/algal_bloom/index.html
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One major goal of the ORHAB project has been to develop and implement rapid detection 

technologies. This technology offers the promise of allowing field staff to determine the 

presence of toxins in seawater samples shellfish tissue without having to wait for the current 

time-consuming  transport of samples to a distant laboratory.  This process does not replace the 

regulatory testing conducted by the Washington Department of Health, but it does provide 

managers with an early warning of potential pending HAB issues. 



We now turn our attention to the work WDFW does to annually determine the number of razor clams available 

on each beach. This cartoon is a simplified version of how our razor clam stock assessment process works. 

You’ll find more details in the following pages.
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The main purpose for the collection of accurate stock assessment data is to allow for an accurate estimate 

of the number of clams that can be safely harvested in the coming year – without harming the overall 

population.  

The stock assessment data provides us with estimates of the total number of clams and their average size. 

We are then able to determine the total number of clams that are at or over 3 inches, this size at which razor 

clams generally begin to make a clear “show” and are harvestable. The total allowable catch (TAC) for 

each beach is then calculated “variable” harvest rate applied to the total number of clams at or over 3 

inches. See page 38-39 for details.

Know that razor clams that are 3 inches during our summer stock assessment will quickly grow and become 

a more suitable size as the season progresses.
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This year’s work started on May 8 and was completed on August 30.

Surveying razor clams is not as easy as just digging all the clams in a known area. Razor clam digging requires 

the clam to “show” and not all clams “show” at the same time. As a result, it is not possible to dig every clam 

in a known area. The sampling method we use takes this into account and removes all the clams from a known 

area. WDFW uses the Pumped Area Method of sampling to provide accurate estimates of razor clam density. 

Read on for more information.
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The Pumped Area Method  uses water (pumped from the surf or a nearby lagoon) to liquefy the sand 

within an aluminum ring that is exactly ½ square meter in area. Every clam that is within the area of the 

ring will float to the surface and can be counted and measured as part of the random sample. The clams 

sample range in size from full grown adults (152 mm or 6 inches plus) down to very small newly “set” 

juvenile clams that are as small as 5 mm or ¼ inch and have only recently settled into the sand from the 

larval stage. This provides us a way to make estimates for both the recruit sized clams (> or = 76 mm or 3 

inches) and the pre-recruits clams (<76 mm or 3 inches) . Previously used stock assessment methods did 

not provide a good bases for estimating pre-recruits. 
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Each ring is pumped for 3 minutes allowing time for all the clams in the area of the ring to float to the 

surface and be counted. 
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Each clam is measured and recorded and returned to the beach.

The Pumped Area Method allows biologists to obtain the full data set needed to estimate both recruit 

clams and pre-recruit clams.  This is in contrast with previous razor clam population sampling methods  

that were unable to estimate pre-recruits. 
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Each of the five management beaches is sampled with randomly selected transects chosen approximately 

one-mile apart. The sampling occurs during a good low tide, and begins at the top of the razor clam beds and 

moves out to the edge of the surf. Six plots (sample rings) are pumped at each 50 foot interval. 
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A recently produced video that demonstrates the WDFW stock assessment methods is now available on 

line.  This will give you a better picture of the work we do each summer all along the Washington coast to 

make the best possible razor clam population estimates to be used in the management of the fishery. The 

video can be found at; http://youtu.be/aC4fu6_8G8I

Or go to https://Youtube.com  and search for “Razor clams in Washington Stock Assessment”
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During the 2012-13 season, WDFW began using a new “variable” harvest rate on two beaches (rather than 

using a fixed harvest rate of 30%.) 

On these beaches we determine the harvest rate based on the ratio of the current population of razor clams 

(as measured by our most recent stock assessment on each beach) and the highest population level 

measured (again on each beach). The maximum harvest rate possible (using the variable harvest rate 

method) is 40%.

This methods allows for more harvest during times of abundant populations while still preserving the 

spawning capacity of the population. It also includes an automatic rebuilding strategy (with a reduced 

harvest rate) during times when stocks are weak.

The variable harvest rate is being used to determine the TAC  (total allowable catch) for Long Beach, Twin 

Harbors, Copalis and Mocrocks. 
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Starting with the 2012-13 recreational razor clam season, WDFW has used a 

modified management strategy. Rather than using a Static Exploitation Rate (ER) of 

30%, we have adopted a Variable Exploitation Rate. As a result, the harvest rate 

used to develop the TAC will be re-calculated for each beach, each season. That 

rate will be based on the ratio of the current population of recruit sized clams (clams 

3 inches or larger) compared to the entire biomass that allows the maximum 

sustained yield, or BSMY. The BSMY is practically defined as the highest historical 

density of clams for each beach. This method has two advantages. It allows the 

harvest of more clams (to a maximum of a 40% ER) when clam density is high 

(populations considered to be abundant) and it allows for a reduced harvest levels 

when densities are lower (smaller populations). When populations drop below 40% 

of BSMY an automatic rebuilding strategy is employed. Anytime a population drops 

below 10% of BSMY the fishery will be closed.
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The 2019 assessment of razor clam populations shows some significant changes over previous years. 

Read on for the details.
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The best way to compare razor clam populations between beaches is to look at the average density (on the razor 

clam beds over the entire length of each beach) as measured in our annual stock assessment work. This graph 

displays average density on each beach back over the last ten years. It is clear from this data that razor clam 

populations naturally change in abundance a fair amount. This is not an unexpected pattern in a shellfish 

population that is so heavily dependent on favorable oceanographic and weather conditions to allow for 

successful spawning and setting. As with any natural population, there are also disease processes that contribute 

to the variability in population levels. With the exception of Kalaloch, the 2019 results show improved 

populations on all beaches . More details to follow. 

The 2019  the average density (clams per square meter) by beach was : Long Beach = 1.82; Twin Harbors = 

2.54; Copalis = 3.12; Mocrocks = 3.78; Kalaloch = 1.30.

For comparison: The 2018 average densities were; Long Beach = 0.29; Twin Harbors = 1.98; Copalis = 1.55; 

Mocrocks = 3.46; Kalaloch = 4.50. The 2017  the average density (clams per square meter) by beach was : 

Long Beach = 0.43; Twin Harbors = 0.92; Copalis = 1.20; Mocrocks = 1.95; Kalaloch = 0.02. The 2016 average 

density (clams per square meter) by beach was: Long Beach = 1.71; Twin Harbors = 2.60; Copalis = 1.69; 

Mocrocks = 2.24; Kalaloch = 4.19.
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You will recall that the 2018 stock assessment results for Long Beach indicated that the 2018-19 period 

would be a period of rebuilding. With a very low number of recruits (due to the effect of a prolonged a 

period of very low salinity levels in the surf zone during the winter of 2017) digging would be reduced.  

However as we expected, the large number of pre-recruit clams observed in 2018 have grown well – with 

our 2019 assessment showing most are now harvestable (recruit) size clams. We are especially 

encouraged to see that the number of pre-recruit clams in the 2019 assessment is also very healthy –

which should mean that the upswing in harvestable populations will continue. 

Recall; recruits are defined as clams => 76 mm (3 inches); pre-recruits are < 76 mm (3 inches)."
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This is the same data that we presented in slide 41, although only the Long Beach historical population densities 

are included.
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The average size of the Long Beach recruit clams found in our 2019 surveys was 3.68 inches. This 

compares to the average size in 2018 summer surveys which were at 4.2 inches ; 2017 average of 4.5; 2016 

average of 4.3; 2015 average of 4.0 inches;  and the 2014 average of 3.8 inches. 
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Note the y-axis is not % frequency as in the previous slide. This y-axis is actual numbers of clams we 

found in our sample transects. It is clear here that the small clams found in our 2018 sample transects (the 

top graph) have grown and will support the harvest of the season ahead in the bottom graph that displays 

the clams found in our 2019 sample transects. 



The 2019 densities show how the small pre-recruit clams we saw in 2018 have grown (as we had expected) 

and have now entered the recruit class.
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For the sake of comparison, we present here the 2018 density of recruit razor clam populations along the 

entire beach. You can see that except for a relatively small area on the very northern end, recruit density

was very low. By comparing this 2018 graph with the previous slide you can see much improved the 2019 

Long Beach recruit densities are.
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There is definitely some great news here for Twin Harbors diggers. Populations are in good shape and 

there will a lot of digging days offered in the coming season.

Recall; recruits are defined as clams => 76 mm (3 inches); pre-recruits are < 76 mm (3 inches). 



This is the same data that we presented in slide 41, although only the Twin Harbors historical population 

densities are included.
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The average size of the Twin Harbors recruit clams found in our summer 2019 surveys was 3.9 

inches. This compares to 3.9 in 2018; 3.9 inches in 2017; and 4.4 inches in 2016. 



Diggers will find good razor clam populations on most all of the Twin Harbors beach.
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A moderate increase in recruits at Copalis will result in additional digging during the 2018-19 season. In 

addition, the strong addition of over 8 million pre-recruit clams bodes well for the future. 

Recall; recruits are defined as clams => 76 mm (3 inches); pre-recruits are < 76 mm (3 inches). 
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This is the same data that we presented in slide 41, although only the Copalis historical population densities are 

included.
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The average size of the Copalis recruit clams found in our 2019 summer surveys was 4.2

inches; compared to 3.9 inches in 2018; 4.3 inches in 2017; 4.4 inches 2016.



Digging should be very good in most areas of the Copalis beach during the 2019-20 season with 

strong densities of recruit clams is almost all areas.
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The 2018 stock assessment on Mocrocks shows a strong increase in recruits clams which is a result of the 

significant increase pre-recruits found during the 2017 assessment. The 2018 assessment also shows a 

strong number of pre-recruits, so the coming season and future seasons look very solid for Mocrocks.
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This is the same data that we presented in slide 41, although only the Mocrocks historical population densities 

are included.
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The average size of the Mocrocks recruit clams found in our 2019 summer surveys was 4.3 inches. 

This compares to 3.7 inches in 2018; 4.2 inches in 2017; and 4.7 inches in 2016.



The Mocrocks densities on recruit clams are historically more consistently strong than any other razor 

clam management beach. The 2019 densities tells us again that digging will be very good on this beach.
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The “on-again/off-again” nature of razor clam populations at Kalaloch seems to continue. While we found a 

nice population of razor clams at the time of our summer assessment at Kalaloch, you’ll see in the next slide 

that they are very small.  No digging has yet been scheduled for this beach and we are interested– with the 

promise of to know what you think about making the trek out to this beach to dig clams that average of just 

3.5 inches very few clams even a little larger.

Recall; recruits are defined as clams => 76 mm (3 inches); pre-recruits are < 76 mm (3 inches).

Because Kalaloch lies within the boundaries of the Olympic National Park, their staff  works closely with 

WDFW staff in the management of the recreational fishery here. WDFW has the lead in the population 

assessment work. ONP has the lead in harvest monitoring  and enforcing the recreational fishery. Both groups 

work together to set specific dates when harvest will occur on this beach. 
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This is the same data that we presented in slide 41, although only the Kalaloch historical population densities 

are included.
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Only a small population of recruit clams was found at Kalaloch in July 2019. Those we found in our survey 

transescts had an average size of just 3.5 inches., mixed in with a much higher frequency of much smaller 2 

to 3 inches clams. 
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For comparision, the large population of recruit clams we found at Kalaloch in July 2018 had an average 

size of just 3.5 inches. Yet, when we opened the fishery in February and March , this large number of recruit 

clams was mostly absent and what few clams diggers could find were quite small. . The next page shows the 

results found in the 2019 stock assessment.



The densities of recruit clams (those greater than 3 inches) are quite low all along Kalaloch beach.
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As was mentioned earlier, WDFW works closely with two coastal tribes in the management razor 

clam populations.  
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The Quinault Indian Nation (QIN) shares the labor of the stock assessment work - with their own crews of 

biologists and technicians who also use the Pumped Area Method. Working side by side  QIN and WDFW 

staff  assess razor clam  populations at Copalis, Mocrocks and Kalaloch. On each of these beaches half of the 

sample transects are completed by  QIN staff and half by WDFW staff. The data is pooled and a joint 

population estimate is made. 

At Kalaloch, the Hoh Tribe provides additional staff to assist in the assessment on that beach. Because there 

is no vehicle access on the Kalaloch beach – having extra people available to move the gear up and down 

trails to the beach is critical to the success of the work.  
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Each year in August WDFW and the costal tribes sit down and discuss the population estimates and 

proposed total allowable catch (TAC) for the co-managed beaches; Copalis, Mocrocks and 

Kalaloch. The result of those discussion is a an agreed to Fishery Management Plan signed by 

policy representatives of each group that guides the management of the fisheries in the coming 

season.
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This is a recap of the Total Allowable Catch that will guide WDFW during the 2019-20 season. We 

also list here our projected average daily catch, by beach. Note that the average daily catch includes 

days with large crowds, excellent weather and good digging success and days with fewer people or 

poorer success (usually due to bad weather). It can be tricky to project this number, and we find daily 

harvest goes down when we have more days to offer.



We are pleased to offer you a new video that should help new diggers learn how to dig razor clams. See it at: 

https://youtu.be/RBM9b5r6rMQ Or search You Tube for “Digging Razor Clams in Washington”

If you are one of our first time diggers we want to welcome you to this fun recreational activity that anyone 

can easily learn to do. After you’ve watch this video, and have additional questions, feel free to contact us at 

the email or phone numbers listed later in this document. Another good piece of advice, if you are on the 

beach and struggling to successfully dig clams, look around for an experienced digger and ask for advice. 

Most diggers are friendly and will be more than willing to give you some on-the-spot pointers. To you “old 

salts” who can dig a clam without blinking – consider offering some advice to those who might be new to 

razor clamming and look like they could use a few pointers. 
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Razor clamming is a fun and easy-to-learn activity that draws generations of families and friends to the 

Washington coast each year. We understand that children have varying abilities when it comes to 

handling digging equipment. Adults may assist kids, but kids need to actively participate in the entire 

process of digging and gathering razor clams. Check out the video at: http://youtu.be/gl9p_PparVk

Also, please remember:

• Adults and youth age 15 and older need a license to dig razor clams; licenses are available at many 

local sporting goods retailers and online at wdfw.wa.gov;

• Everyone needs to dig his or her own limit, bring a separate container, and not dig more than the 15 

clam limit;

• It is unlawful to dig for someone else or dig part of someone’s limit, unless digging for a disabled 

harvester with a designated harvester card.

• You are required to keep the first 15 clams dug, regardless of size and condition. Wasting razor clams 

is against the law. The Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife is asking for your help to ensure 

current and future generations continue to enjoy bountiful razor clam harvests. For more information 

on razor clam seasons, regulations, digging, and cooking your clams, visit WDFW’s recreational razor 

clam website: http://wdfw.wa.gov/fishing/shellfish/razorclams/
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Page 1 of  3. These dates remain tentative until final marine toxin tests have been completed, 

generally 5 days before the opening is scheduled to occur. This is to ensure the clams you harvest are 

safe to eat.

Feed back WDFW has received over the last several years is that most clam diggers like the season 

structure we’ve been using that allows for a few days of digging – each month – on as many beaches 

as possible. 

Many coastal businesses have also said that such a season structure helps them by drawing people to 

coastal communities during periods of the year when fewer people would normally visit. 

We are always open to suggestions and would be happy to hear any ideas about what might work 

better for you.
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Page 2 of  3. You will see that we have chosen to open on Thanksgiving Day, Thursday November 28. 

We have done this in the past and the crowd that turns out has generally been on the small side, but 

diggers have expressed appreciation for the opportunity to get out and work off some turkey dinner. 

These dates remain tentative until final marine toxin tests have been completed, generally 5 days 

before the opening is scheduled to occur. This is to ensure the clams you harvest are safe to eat.

Feed back WDFW has received over the last several years is that most clam diggers like the season 

structure we’ve been using that allows for a few days of digging – each month – on as many beaches 

as possible. 

Many coastal businesses have also said that such a season structure helps them by drawing people to 

coastal communities during periods of the year when fewer people would normally visit. 

We are always open to suggestions and would be happy to hear any ideas about what might work 

better for you.
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Page 3 of  3.  Please note that the New Year period at the end of 2019 and early 2020 does not have tides that 

are low enough to allow for successful razor clamming. For that season, we will not be offering any openers to 

help you celebrate. However, looking ahead to end of December 2020 there are good tides so there is a good 

chance digging will occur during that celebration period. 

These dates remain tentative until final marine toxin tests have been completed, generally 5 days before the 

opening is scheduled to occur. This is to ensure the clams you harvest are safe to eat.

Feed back WDFW has received over the last several years is that most clam diggers like the season structure 

we’ve been using that allows for a few days of digging – each month – on as many beaches as possible. 

Many coastal businesses have also said that such a season structure helps them by drawing people to coastal 

communities during periods of the year when fewer people would normally visit. 

We are always open to suggestions and would be happy to hear any ideas about what might work better for 

you.
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Thank you for taking the time to review this presentation. We are interested in your opinions 

regarding our management of the razor clam resource  and specifically any suggestions or comments 

you have on the way we  might structure the  remaining dates for 2019-20 season. 

Email your comments to : razorclams@dfw.wa.gov
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You may be interested to know that we maintain an email distribution list for anyone specifically 

interested in razor clam related issues. The periodic updates sent out using this list include information 

on season openers, marine toxin levels and other pertinent topics. If you are interested in having your 

email address added to this list, please let us know by sending an email request to:  

razorclams@dfw.wa.gov
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Thanks again for visiting this presentation!

Dan L. Ayres

Coastal Shellfish Manager

Washington State Department of Fish and Wildlife

Region Six

48 Devonshire Road

Montesano, WA 98563 USA

Telephone: 360-249-4628 (ext. 209)

Daniel.Ayres@dfw.wa.gov

mailto:Daniel.Ayres@dfw.wa.gov

